Introduction to MATLAB
On the Windows desktop, the installer usually creates a shortcut icon for starting
MATLAB; double- clicking on this icon opens MATLAB desktop.
The MATLAB desktop is an integrated development environment for working with
MATLAB suite of toolboxes, directories, and programs. We see in Fig. 1 that there are
four panels, which represent:
1. Command Window
2. Current Directory
3. Workspace
4. Command History
A particular window can be activated by clicking anywhere inside its borders.
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Fig. 1 MATLAB Desktop
Desktop layout can be changed by following Desktop --> Desktop Layout from the
main menu as shown in Fig. 2 (Default option gives Fig. 1).
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Fig. 2 Changing Desktop Layout to History and Command Window option

COMMAND WINDOW

M

We type all our commands in this window at the prompt (>>) and press return
to see the
results of our operations. Type the command veron the command prompt to get information about
MATLAB version, license number, operating system on which MATLAB is running, JAVA support
version, and all installed toolboxes. If MATLAB don't regard to your speed of reading and flush the
entire output at once, just type more on before supplying command to see one screen of output at a
time. Clicking the What's New button located on the desktop shortcuts toolbar, opens the release
notes for release 14 of MATLAB in Help window. These general release notes give you a quick
overview of what products have been updated for Release 14.
Working with Command Window allows the user to use MATLAB as a versatile scientific calculator
for doing online quick computing. Input information to be processed by the MATLAB commands
can be entered in the form of numbers and arrays.
As an example of a simple interactive calculation, suppose that you want to calculate the torque ( T)
acting on 0.1 kg mass ( m ) at

swing

of swing, T is given by the formula
typing:

of the pendulum of length ( l ) 0.2 m. For small values
. This can be done in the MATLAB command window by

>> torque = 0.1*9.8*0.2*pi/6
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MATLAB responds to this command by:
torque =
0.1026
MATLAB calculates and stores the answer in a variable torque (in fact, a
array) as soon as the
Enter key is pressed. The variable torque can be used in further calculations. is predefined in
MATLAB; so we can just use pi without declaring it to be 3.14….Command window indicating these
operations is shown in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3 Command Window for quick scientific calculations ( text in colored boxes corresponds to
explanatory notes ).
If any statement is followed by a semicolon,
>> m = 0.1;
>> l = 0.2;
>> g = 9.8;
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the display of the result is suppressed. The assignment of the variable has been carried out even
though the display is suppressed by the semicolon. To view the assignment of a variable, simply
type the variable name and hit Enter. For example:
>>torque=m*g*l*pi/6;
>>torque
torque =

E
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0.1026

It is often the case that your MATLAB sessions will include intermediate calculations whose display
is of little interest. Output display management has the added benefit of increasing the execution
speed of the calculations, since displaying screen output takes time.
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Variable names begin with a letter and are followed by any number of letters or numbers (including
underscore). Keep the name length to 31 characters, since MATLAB remembers only the first 31
characters. Generally we do not use extremely long variable names even though they may be legal
MATLAB names. Since MATLAB is case sensitive, the variables Aand aare different.
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When a statement being entered is too long for one line, use three periods, … , followed by to
indicate that the statement continues on the next line. For example, the following statements are
identical (see Fig. 4).
>> x=3-4*j+10/pi+5.678+7.890+2^2-1.89
>> x=3-4*j+10/pi+5.678...
+7.890+2^2-1.89

M

+ addition,

subtraction, * multiplication, / division, and ^ power are usual arithmetic operators.

The basic MATLAB trigonometric commands are sin, cos, tan, cot, sec and csc. The inverses
, etc., are calculated by asin, acos, etc. The same is true for hyperbolic functions.
Some of the trigonometric operations are shown in Fig 5.
Variables j =
numbers.

and i =

are predefined in MATLAB and are used to represent complex
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Fig. 4 Command Window with example operations
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Fig. 5 Example trigonometric calculations
MATLAB representation of complex number

:

or
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The later case is always interpreted as a complex number, whereas, the former case is a complex
number in MATLAB only if j has not been assigned any prior local value.
MATLAB representation of complex number

:

or
or
In Cartesian form, arithmetic additions on complex numbers are as simple as with real numbers.
Consider two complex numbers

and

For example, two complex numbers
>> z1=3+4j;
>> z2=1.8+2j;
>> z=z1+z2
z=
4.8000 + 6.0000i

and
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. Their sum

can be added in MATLAB as:
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is given by

Multiplication of two or more complex numbers is easier in polar/complex exponential form. Two
complex numbers with radial lengths
rad. We change

and

to radians to give

M

exponential form of their product

are given with angles
rad=

and

rad. The complex

is given by

This can be done in MATLAB by:
>> theta1=(35/180)*pi;
>> z1=2*exp(theta1*j);
>> z2=2.5*exp(0.25*pi*j);
>> z=z1*z2
z = 0.8682 - 4.9240j

Magnitude and phase of a complex number can be calculated in MATLAB by commands abs and
angle. The following MATLAB session shows the magnitude and phase calculation of complex
numbers

and

.
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>>abs(5*exp(0.19*pi*j))
ans =
5
>> angle(5*exp(0.19*pi*j))
ans =
0.5969
>> abs(1/(2+sqrt(3)*j))
ans =
0.3780
>> angle(1/(2+sqrt(3)*j))
ans =
-0.7137
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Some complex numbered calculations are shown in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 6 Example complex numbered calculations

The mathematical quantities
and
are calculated with exp(x), log10(x),
and log(x), respectively.
All computations in MATLAB are performed in double precision . The screen output can be
displayed in several formats. The default output format contains four digits past the
decimal point for nonintegers. This can be changed by using the format command.
Remember that the format command affects only how numbers are displayed, not how
MATLAB computes or saves them. See how MATLAB prints
in different formats.
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The following exercise will enable the readers to quickly write various mathematical
formulas, interpreting error messages, and syntax related issues.
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CURRENT DIRECTORY WINDOW

This window (Fig.7) shows the directory, and files within the directory which is in use
currently in MATLAB session to run or save our program or data. The default directory is
‘C:\MATLAB7\work'. We can change this directory to the desired one by clicking on the
square browser button near the pull-down window.
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Fig. 7 Current directory window
One can also use command line options to deal with directory and file related issues. Some
useful commands are shown in Table 1.
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Table 1
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MATLAB desktop snapshot showing selected commands from Table 1 are shown in Fig. 8.
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WORKSPACE

Workspace window shows the name, size, bytes occupied, and class of any variable defined
in the MATLAB environment. For example in Fig.9, ‘b' is 1 X 4 size array of data type
double and thus occupies 32 bytes of memory. Double-clicking on the name of the variable
opens the array editor (Fig. 10). We can change the format of the data (e.g., from integer to
floating point), size of the array (for example, for variable A, from 3 X 4 array to 4 X 4
array) and can also modify the contents of the array.
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FIG. 8 EXAMPLE DIRECTORY RELATED COMMANDS

If we right-click on the name of a variable, a menu pops up, which shows various
operations for the selected variable, such as: open the array editor, save selected variable
for future usage, copy, duplicate, and delete the variable, rename the variable, editing the
variable, and various plotting options for the selected variable.
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Fig. 9 Entries in the Workspace
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Fig. 10 Array editor window
Workspace related commands are listed in Table 2.
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TABLE 2
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For example, see the following MATLAB session for the use of who and whos commands.
>>who
Your variables are:
Ab
>>whos
Name Size Bytes Class
double
A
3x4 96
array
double
b
1x4 32
array
Grand total is 16 elements using 128 bytes
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COMMAND HISTORY WINDOW

This window (Fig. 11) contains a record of all the commands that we type in the command
window. By double-clicking on any command, we can execute it again. It stores commands
from one MATLAB session to another, hierarchically arranged in date and time. Commands
remain in the list until they are deleted.
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Fig. 11 Command history window

Commands can also be recalled with the up-arrow
commands.

key. This helps in editing previous

M

Selecting one or more commands and right-clicking them, pops up a menu, allowing users
to perform various operations such as copy, evaluate, or delete, on the selected set of
commands.
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OBJECTIVE: Different Toolboxes in MATLAB, Introduction to control system
toolboxes
OUTCOME: After completion of this experiment students are able to understand control
Tool box in MATLAB
THEORY:

MATLAB, short for MATrix LABoratory is a programming package
specifically designed for quick and easy scientific calculations and I/O. It
has literally hundreds of built-in functions for a wide variety of
computations and many toolboxes designed for specific research disciplines,
including statistics, optimization, solution of partial differential equations,
data analysis.
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List of MATLAB Tool Boxes
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ADCPtools - acoustic doppler current profiler data processing
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Denoise - for removing noise from signals
DiffMan - solving differential equations on manifolds
Dimensional Analysis DIPimage - scientific image processing
Direct - Laplace transform inversion via the direct integration method
DirectSD - analysis and design of computer controlled systems with
process- oriented models
DMsuite - differentiation matrix suite
DMTTEQ - design and test time domain equalizer design methods
DrawFilt - drawing digital and analog filters
DSFWAV - spline interpolation with Dean wave solutions
DWT - discrete wavelet transforms
EasyKrig
Econometrics
EEGLAB
EigTool - graphical tool for non symmetriceigen problems
EMSC - separating light scattering and absorbance by extended
multiplicative signal correction
Engineering Vibration
FastICA - fixed-point algorithm for ICA and projection pursuit
FDC - flight dynamics and control
FDtools - fractional delay filter design
FlexICA - for independent components analysis
FMBPC - fuzzy model-based predictive control
ForWaRD - Fourier-wavelet regularized deconvolution
FracLab - fractal analysis for signal processing
FSBOX - stepwise forward and backward selection of features using linear
regression
GABLE - geometric algebra tutorial
GAOT - genetic algorithm optimization
Garch - estimating and diagnosing heteroskedasticity in time series models
GCE Data - managing, analyzing and displaying data and metadata stored
using the GCE data structure specification
GCSV - growing cell structure visualization
GEMANOVA - fitting multilinear ANOVA models
Genetic Algorithm
Geodetic - geodetic calculations
GHSOM - growing hierarchical self-organizing map
glmlab - general linear models
GPIB - wrapper for GPIB library from National Instrument
GTM - generative topographic mapping, a model for density modeling and
data visualization
GVF - gradient vector flow for finding 3-D object boundaries
HFRadarmap - converts HF radar data from radial current vectors to total vectors
HFRC - importing, processing and manipulating HF radar data
Hilbert - Hilbert transform by the rational eigenfunction expansion method
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HMM - hidden Markov models
HMMBOX - for hidden Markov modeling using maximum likelihood EM
HUTear - auditory modeling
ICALAB - signal and image processing using ICA and higher order statistics
Imputation - analysis of incomplete datasets
IPEM - perception based musical analysis
JMatLink - Matlab Java classes
Kalman - Bayesian Kalman filter
Kalman Filter - filtering, smoothing and parameter estimation (using EM) for linear
dynamical systems
KALMTOOL - state estimation of nonlinear systems
Kautz - Kautz filter design
Kriging
LDestimate - estimation of scaling exponents
LDPC - low density parity check codes
LHS - Latin Hypercube Sampling, an efficient Monte Carlo method
LISQ - wavelet lifting scheme on quincunx grids
LKER - Laguerre kernel estimation tool
LMAM-OLMAM - Levenberg Marquardt with Adaptive Momentum algorithm for
training feedforward neural networks
Low-Field NMR - for exponential fitting, phase correction of quadrature data and slicing
LPSVM - Newton method for LP support vector machine for machine learning problems
LSDPTOOL - robust control system design using the loop shaping design procedure
LS-SVMlab
LSVM - Lagrangian support vector machine for machine learning problems
Lyngby - functional neuroimaging
MARBOX - for multivariate autogressive modeling and cross-spectral estimation
MatArray - analysis of microarray data
Matrix Computation - constructing test matrices, computing matrix factorizations,
visualizing matrices, and direct search optimization
MCAT - Monte Carlo analysis
MDP - Markov decision processes
MESHPART - graph and mesh partioning methods
MILES - maximum likelihood fitting using ordinary least squares algorithms
MIMO - multidimensional code synthesis
Missing - functions for handling missing data values
M_Map - geographic mapping tools
MODCONS - multi-objective control system design
MOEA - multi-objective evolutionary algorithms
MS - estimation of multiscaling exponents
Multiblock - analysis and regression on several data blocks simultaneously
Multiscale Shape Analysis
Music Analysis - feature extraction from raw audio signals for content-based music
retrieval
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MWM - multifractal wavelet model
NetCDF
Netlab - neural network algorithms
NiDAQ - data acquisition using the NiDAQ library
NEDM - nonlinear economic dynamic models
NMM - numerical methods in Matlab text
NNCTRL - design and simulation of control systems based on neural networks
NNSYSID - neural net based identification of nonlinear dynamic systems
NSVM - newton support vector machine for solving machine learning problems
NURBS - non-uniform rational B-splines
N-way - analysis of multiway data with multilinear models
OpenFEM - finite element development
PCNN - pulse coupled neural networks
Peruna - signal processing and analysis
PhiVis - probabilistic hierarchical interactive visualization, i.e. functions for visual
analysis of multivariate continuous data
Planar Manipulator - simulation of n-DOF planar manipulators
PRTools - pattern recognition
psignifit - testing hyptheses about psychometric functions
PSVM - proximal support vector machine for solving machine learning problems
Psychophysics - vision research
PyrTools - multi-scale image processing
RBF - radial basis function neural networks
RBN - simulation of synchronous and asynchronous random boolean networks
ReBEL - sigma-point Kalman filters
Regression - basic multivariate data analysis and regression
Regularization Tools
Regularization Tools XP
Restore Tools
Robot - robotics functions, e.g. kinematics, dynamics and trajectory generation
Robust Calibration - robust calibration in stats
RRMT - rainfall-runoff modelling
SAM - structure and motion
Schwarz-Christoffel - computation of conformal maps to polygonally bounded regions
SDH - smoothed data histogram
SeaGrid - orthogonal grid maker
SEA-MAT - oceanographic analysis
SLS - sparse least squares
SolvOpt - solver for local optimization problems
SOM - self-organizing map
SOSTOOLS - solving sums of squares (SOS) optimization problems
Spatial and Geometric Analysis
Spatial Regression
Spatial Statistics
Spectral Methods
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SPM - statistical parametric mapping
SSVM - smooth support vector machine for solving machine learning problems
STATBAG - for linear regression, feature selection, generation of data, and significance
testing
StatBox - statistical routines
Statistical Pattern Recognition - pattern recognition methods
Stixbox - statistics
SVM - implements support vector machines
SVM Classifier
Symbolic Robot Dynamics
TEMPLAR - wavelet-based template learning and pattern classification
TextClust - model-based document clustering
TextureSynth - analyzing and synthesizing visual textures
TfMin - continous 3-D minimum time orbit transfer around Earth
Time-Frequency - analyzing non-stationary
signals using time-frequency
distributions
Tree-Ring - tasks in tree-ring analysis
TSA - uni- and multivariate, stationary and non-stationary time series analysis
TSTOOL - nonlinear time series analysis
T_Tide - harmonic analysis of tides
UTVtools - computing and modifying rank-revealing URV and UTV decompositions
Uvi_Wave - wavelet analysis
varimax - orthogonal rotation of EOFs
VBHMM - variation Bayesian hidden Markov models
VBMFA - variational Bayesian mixtures of factor analyzers
VMT - VRML Molecule Toolbox, for animating results from molecular dynamics
experiments
VRMLplot - generates interactive VRML 2.0 graphs and animations
VSVtools - computing and modifying symmetric rank-revealing decompositions
WAFO - wave analysis for fatique and oceanography
WarpTB - frequency-warped signal processing
WAVEKIT - wavelet analysis
WaveLab - wavelet analysis
Weeks - Laplace transform inversion via the Weeks method
WetCDF - NetCDF interface
WHMT - wavelet-domain hidden Markov tree models
WInHD - Wavelet-based inverse halftoning via deconvolution
WSCT - weighted sequences clustering toolkit
XMLTree - XML parser
YAADA - analyze single particle mass spectrum data
ZMAP - quantitative seismicity analysis
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CONTROL SYSTEM TOOL BOXES
Design and analyze control systems





Getting Started



Examples



Release Notes

E
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Linear System Representation
Models of linear time-invariant systems

o

Basic Models
Tunable Models
Models with Time Delays
Model Attributes

o

Model Arrays

o
o
o
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Model Interconnection
Series, parallel, and feedback connections; block diagram building

FUNCTIONS
feedback

M

connect
sumblk

Feedback connection of two models
Block diagram interconnections of dynamic systems
Summing junction for name-based interconnections

series

Series connection of two models

parallel

Parallel connection of two models

append

Group models by appending their inputs and outputs

blkdiag

Block-diagonal concatenation of models

imp2exp

Convert implicit linear relationship to explicit input-output
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Relation



inv

Invert models

lft

Generalized feedback
(Redheffer star product)

connectOptions

Options for the connect command

of two

models

E
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Model Transformation
Model type conversion, continuous-discrete conversion, order reduction
o
o
o
o
o



interconnection
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Model Type Conversion
Continuous-Discrete Conversion
Model Simplification
State-Coordinate Transformation
Modal Decomposition
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Linear Analysis
Time- and frequency-domain responses, stability margins, parameter sensitivity

M
o
o
o
o
o



Time-Domain Analysis
Frequency-Domain Analysis
Stability Analysis
Sensitivity Analysis
Plot Customization

Control Design
Control system design and tuning, PID tuning, Kalman filters
o
o
o
o

PID Controller Tuning
SISO Feedback Loops
Linear-Quadratic-Gaussian Control
Pole Placement
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Matrix Computations
Controllability and observability, Lyapunov and Riccati equations
lyap

Continuous Lyapunov equation solution

lyapchol

Square-root solver for continuous-time Lyapunov equation

dlyap

Solve discrete-time Lyapunov equations

dlyapchol

Square-root solver for discrete-time Lyapunov equations

care

Continuous-time algebraic Riccati equation solution

dare

Solve discrete-time algebraic Riccati equations (DAREs)

gcare

Generalized solver for continuous-time algebraic

gdare

Generalized

solver

equation
ctrb

ctrbf
obsvf
gram
bdschur

M

norm

for

discrete-time algebraic Riccati

Controllability matrix
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obsv
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Riccati equation

Observability matrix

Compute controllability staircase form
Compute observability staircase form
Controllability and observability gramians
Block-diagonal Schur factorization
Norm of linear model

Result: Various commands in Control system Toolbox of MATLAB are studied.
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OBJECTIVE: Determine transpose, inverse values of a given matrix
OUTCOME: After completion of this experiment students are able to determine various
mathematical operations using MATLAB
THEORY: Transpose of Matrix: The transpose of an m x n matrix A is the n x m matrix AT
obtained by interchanging rows and columns of A. i.e., (AT )ij = Aji ∀ i, j.
Inverse of Matrix: A square matrix A is invertible (or nonsingular) if ∃ matrix B

E
C

such that AB = I and BA = I. (We say B is an inverse of A.)
MATLAB CODE:
%Program to find transpose and inverse of given matrix%
clc

E
,

clear all;
close all;
A= input('Enter the value of matrix A :')
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Inverse_A=inv(A)
Transpose_A=A

Input : Enter the value of matrix A :[2 6 8; 4 8 16; 4 8 22]
Output :
A=

M

2 6 8
4 8 16
4 8 22
Inverse_A =

-1.0000 1.4167 -0.6667
0.5000 -0.2500
0
0 -0.1667 0.1667
Transpose_A=
2 4 4
6 8 8
8 16 22
Command Description:
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1. Inv = Matrix inverse
Syntax:-Y = inv(X)
Y = inv(X) returns the inverse of the square matrix X. A warning message is printed if X is
badly scaled or nearly singular
In practice, it is seldom necessary to form the explicit inverse of a matrix. A frequent
misuse of inv arises when solving the system of linear equations Ax = b. One way to solve
this is with x = inv(A)*b. A better way, from both an execution time and numerical accuracy
standpoint, is to use the matrix division operator x = A\b. This produces the solution using
Gaussian.
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2. Input = Request user input

E
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Syntax: evalResponse = input(prompt) , strResponse = input(prompt, 's')

evalResponse = input(prompt) displays the prompt string on the screen, waits for input
from the keyboard, evaluates any expressions in the input, and returns the value in
evalResponse. To evaluate expressions, the input function accesses variables in the current
workspace. strResponse = input(prompt, 's') returns the entered text as a MATLAB string,
without evaluating expressions.
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3. Clear Command Window

RESULT: Inverse and transpose of given matrix has been calculated and verified.

M
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VIVA QUESTIONS: 1. when does a square matrix have an inverse?
2. If it does have an inverse, how do we compute it?
3. Can a matrix have more than one inverse?
4. If A and B are invertible n × n matrices, what can we say about A + B?
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OBJECTIVE: Plot the pole-zero configurations in s-plane for the given transfer function.
OUTCOME: After completion of this experiment students are able to Plot the pole-zero
configurations in s-plane for the given transfer function
THEORY: The transfer function provides a basis for determining important system response
characteristics without solving the complete differential equation. As defined, the transfer function

E
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is a rational function in the complex variable s = σ + jω, that is

(1)

It is often convenient to factor the polynomials in the numerator and denominator, and to write the

E
,

transfer function in terms of those factors:
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(2)

Where the numerator and denominator polynomials, N(s) and D(s), have real coefficients defined
by the system’s differential equation and K = bm/an. As written in Eq. (2) the zi’s are the roots of
the equation

M

(3)

and are defined to be the system zeros, and the pi’s are the roots of the equation

(4)

and are defined to be the system poles. In Eq. (2) the factors in the numerator and denominator are
written so that when s = zi the numerator N(s) = 0 and the transfer function vanishes, that is

(5)
and similarly when s = pi the denominator polynomial D(s) = 0 and the value of the transfer
function becomes unbounded,

(6)
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All of the coefficients of polynomials N(s) and D(s) are real, therefore the poles and zeros must be
either purely real, or appear in complex conjugate pairs. In general for the poles, either pi = σi, or
else pi, pi+1 = σi±jωi. The existence of a single complex pole without a corresponding conjugate
pole would generate complex coefficients in the polynomial D(s). Similarly, the system zeros are
either real or appear in complex conjugate pairs
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MATLAB CODE:
%Program to plot pole zero configuration of transfer function
clc

E
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clear all;
close all;
n= [2 5 1];
d=[1 3 5];
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sys=tf(n,d)
pzmap(sys)
Output :

M

Fig.1: Pole and zero plot
Command Description:
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1. tf = Transfer function
Syntax: sys = tf(Numerator,Denominator)
tf to create real- or complex-valued transfer function models (TF objects) or to convert statespace or zero-pole-gain models to transfer function form. We can also use tf to create generalized
state-space (genss) models or uncertain state-space (uss) models
2. pzmap =pole and zero configuration in s plane
Syntax: pzmap(sys)
pzmap(sys1,sys2,...,sysN)

E
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pzmap(sys) creates a pole-zero plot of the continuous or discrete-time dynamic system
model sys. x and o indicates the poles and zeros respectively.
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RESULT: pole and zero configurations in s plane have been plotted.
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VIVA QUESTIONS: 1. what is the physical meaning of poles and zeros of a transfer
function of a transfer function?
2. What do you mean by pole zero plot?
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OBJECTIVE: Determine the transfer function for given closed loop system in block diagram
representation.
OUTCOME: After completion of this experiment students are able to determine the transfer
function for given closed loop system in block diagram representation
THEORY: A Closed-loop Control System, also known as a feedback control system is a

E
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control system which uses the concept of an open loop system as its forward path but has one or
more feedback loops (hence its name) or paths between its output and its input. The reference to

“feedback”, simply means that some portion of the output is returned “back” to the input to form
part of the systems excitation.
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Closed-loop systems are designed to automatically achieve and maintain the desired output
condition by comparing it with the actual condition. It does this by generating an error signal

which is the difference between the output and the reference input. In other words, a “closed-
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loop system” is a fully automatic control system in which its control action being dependent on
the output in some way.

The Transfer Function of any electrical or electronic control system is the mathematical
relationship between the systems input and its output, and hence describes the behavior of the
system. Note also that the ratio of the output of a particular device to its input represents its gain.
Then we can correctly say that the output is always the transfer function of the system times the

M

input. Consider the closed-loop system below.

Fig.1: Typical feedback control system
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Let us consider control system shown in Fig.2.The transfer function for given system is given by
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Fig.2: Feedback control system
T(s) =

=
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MATLAB CODE:

clc;
close all;
clear all;
n1= [4];
d1 = [1 4 0];
sys1 =tf(n1,d1)
n2= [1 1.2];
d2 =[1];
sys2 =tf(n2,d2)
n3= [1 0.8];
d3 = [1];
sys3 =tf(n3,d3)
[n4,d4]=cloop(n1,d1,-1);
sys4 = tf(n4,d4)
sys5 = parallel(sys2,sys3)
sys6 =feedback(sys4,sys5,-1)

E
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(1)

M

Output :
Command Description:
1. feedback
Syntax: sys = feedback(sys1,sys2) returns a model object sys for the negative feedback
interconnection of model objects sys1 and sys2.
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The

closed-loop

model sys has u as

input

vector

and y as

output

vector.

The

models sys1 and sys2 must be both continuous or both discrete with identical sample times.
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Precedence rules are used to determine the resulting model type (see Rules That Determine
Model Type).
To apply positive feedback, use the syntax
sys = feedback(sys1,sys2,+1)
By

default, feedback(sys1,sys2) assumes

E
,

negative

to feedback(sys1,sys2,-1).
Finally,
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sys = feedback(sys1,sys2,feedin,feedout)

feedback

and

is

equivalent

computes a closed-loop model sys for the more general feedback loop.

M

The vector feedin contains indices into the input vector of sys1 and specifies which inputs u are
involved in the feedback loop. Similarly, feedout specifies which outputs y of sys1are used for
feedback. The resulting model sys has the same inputs and outputs as sys1 (with their order
preserved). As before, negative feedback is applied by default and you must use
sys = feedback(sys1,sys2,feedin,feedout,+1)
to apply positive feedback.
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2. parallel
Syntax: sys = parallel(sys1,sys2)
parallel connects two model objects in parallel. This function accepts any type of model. The two
systems must be either both continuous or both discrete with identical sample time. Static gains
are neutral and can be specified as regular matrices.
sys = parallel(sys1,sys2) forms the basic parallel connection shown in the following figure.

3. tf = Transfer function

E
,
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Syntax: sys = tf(Numerator,Denominator)

E
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tf to create real- or complex-valued transfer function models (TF objects) or to convert statespace or zero-pole-gain models to transfer function form. We can also use tf to create generalized
state-space (genss) models or uncertain state-space (uss) models

M

RESULT: Inverse and transpose of given matrix has been calculated and verified.
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VIVA QUESTIONS: 1. what is transfer function?
2. Give two advantages of block diagram representation of a control system?
3. What is a block diagram?
4. What is closed loop control system?
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5. Give two advantages of closed loop control system?
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OBJECTIVE: Determine the time response of the given system subjected to any arbitrary input.
OUTCOME: After completion of this experiment students are able to determine the time
response of the given system subjected to any arbitrary input
THEORY: 1. a step signal is a signal whose value changes from one level to another level
in zero time. Mathematically, the step signal is represented as given below:
where

In the Laplace transform form,

E
C

E
,

The step response of the given transfer function is obtained as follows:
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So,

M

The output is given by,

2. An impulse signal is a signal whose value changes from zero to infinity in zero time.
Mathematically, the unit impulse signal is represented as given below:

where:

In the Laplace transform form,
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The impulse response of the given transfer function is obtained as follows:

So,
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The output is given by,

3. A ramp signal is a signal which changes with time gradually in a linear fashion.
Mathematically, the unit ramp signal is represented as given below:

E
,

r
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In the Laplace
R

The ramp response of the given transfer function is obtained as follows:

M

The output is given by,

Let us consider general transfer function of first order system
T(s) =

=

(1)
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MATLAB CODE:
clc;
clear all;
close all;
n=[1];
d=[1,1];
%unit step response
step(n,d)
grid on
%unit impulse response
figure
impulse(n,d)
grid on
printsys(n,d)
%unit ramp response
t=0:0.01:10;
r=t;
figure
lsim(n,d,r,t)
grid on;

E
,

Output :
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Fig.1: Step response

Fig.2 : Impulse response
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Fig.3: Ramp response
Command Description:

E
,

1. Step = step response
Syntax: step(sys)

step calculates the step response of a dynamic system. For the state-space case, zero initial state

is assumed. When it is invoked with no output arguments, this function plots the step response on

T
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the screen.

step(sys) plots the step response of an arbitrary dynamic system model, sys. This model can be
continuous- or discrete-time, and SISO or MIMO. The step response of multi-input systems is
the collection of step responses for each input channel. The duration of simulation is determined
automatically, based on the system poles and zeros.

M

2. Impulse = Impulse response
Syntax: impulse (sys)

impulse calculates the unit impulse response of a dynamic system model. For continuous-time
dynamic systems, the impulse response is the response to a Dirac input Δ(T). For discrete-time
systems, the impulse response is the response to a unit area pulse of length Ts and height 1/Ts,
where Ts is the sample time of the system. (This pulse approaches Δ(T) as Ts approaches zero.)
For state-space models, impulse assumes initial state values are zero.
impulse(sys) plots the impulse response of the dynamic system model sys. This model can be
continuous or discrete, and SISO or MIMO. The impulse response of multi-input systems is the
collection of impulse responses for each input channel. The duration of simulation is determined
automatically to display the transient behavior of the response.
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3. lsim
Syntax: lsim(sys,u,t)
lsim simulates the (time) response of continuous or discrete linear systems to arbitrary inputs.
When invoked without left-hand arguments, lsim plots the response on the screen.
lsim(sys,u,t) produces a plot of the time response of the dynamic system model sys to the input
history, t,u. The vector t specifies the time samples for the simulation (in system time units,
specified in the TimeUnit property of sys), and consists of regularly spaced time samples: t =
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0:dt: , Tfinal The input u is an array having as many rows as time samples (length(t)) and as

many columns as system inputs. For instance, if sys is a SISO system, then u is a t-by-1 vector.
If sys has three inputs, then u is a t-by-3 array. Each row u(i,:) specifies the input value(s) at the

E
,

time sample t(i). The signal u also appears on the plot.

RESULT: Time response of the given system subjected to any arbitrary input has been plotted

T
E
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and verified.
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VIVA QUESTIONS: 1. what is time constant for first order system?
2. What are different test signals used in control system?
3. What is meant by time response of a control system?
4. What is impulse response?
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5. What is step response?
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OBJECTIVE: Plot unit step response of given transfer function and finds delay time, rise

time, peak time and peak overshoot.
OUTCOME: After completion of this experiment students are able to Plot unit step response of
given transfer function to find various time domain characteristics.
THEORY: The time response has utmost importance for the design and analysis of

E
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control systems because these are inherently time domain systems where time is
independent variable. During the analysis of response, the variation of output with respect

to time can be studied and it is known as time response. To obtain satisfactory
performance of the system with respect to time must be within the specified limits. From

E
,

time response analysis and corresponding results, the stability of system, accuracy of

system and complete evaluation can be studied easily. Due to the application of an
excitation to a system, the response of the system is known as time response and it is a
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function of time. The two parts of response of any system:
(i)

Transient response, (ii) Steady-state response.

Transient response: The part of the time response which goes to zero after large interval
of time is known as transient response.

M

Steady state response: The part of response that means even after the transients have
died out is said to be steady state response.

The total response of a system is sum of transient response and steady state response:
C(t)=Ctr(t)+Css(t)

Time Response Specification Parameters: The transfer function of a 2nd order system
is generally represented by the following transfer function:

The dynamic behaviour of the second-order system can then be described in terms of two
parameters: the damping ratio and the natural frequency.
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If the dumping ratio is between 0 and 1, the system poles are complex conjugates and lie
in the left-half s plane. The system is then called under damped, and the transient
response is oscillatory. If the damping ratio is equal to 1 the system is called critically
damped, and when the damping ratio is larger than 1, we have over damped system.
The transient response of critically damped and overdamped systems do not oscillate. If
the damping ratio is 0, the transient response does not die out.
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,
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Delay time (td)

E
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The delay time is the time required for the response to reach half the final value the very

M

first time.

Rise time (tr)

The rise time is the time required for the response to rise from 10% to 90% of its final
value. For under damped second-order systems, the 0% to 100% rise time is normally
used. For over damped systems, the 10% to 90% rise time is commonly used.
Peak time (tp)

The peak time is the time required for the response to reach the first peak of the
overshoot.
Maximum (percent) overshoot (Mp)
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The maximum overshoot is the maximum peak value of the response curve measured
from unity. If the final steady-state value of the response differs from unity, then it is
common to use the maximum percent overshoot. It is defined by

Settling time (ts)

E
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The settling time is the time required for the response curve to reach and stay within a

range about the final value of size specified by absolute percentage of the final value

(usually 2% or 5%). The settling time is related to the largest time constant of the control

E
,

system.
MATLAB CODE:

clc;
close all;
clear all;
zeta=0:.25:1;% Different values of zeta is taken
for i=1:5
num=1;
den=[1 2*zeta(i) 1];
a=tf(num,den);
step(a);
hold on;
end
axis([-1 50 -0.5 2]);
grid on;
xlabel('Time');
ylabel('Response');
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Output :

Fig.1: Step response
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Command Description:
1. Step = step response
Syntax: step(sys)
step calculates the step response of a dynamic system. For the state-space case, zero initial state
is assumed. When it is invoked with no output arguments, this function plots the step response on
the screen.

E
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step(sys) plots the step response of an arbitrary dynamic system model, sys. This model can be
continuous- or discrete-time, and SISO or MIMO. The step response of multi-input systems is
the collection of step responses for each input channel. The duration of simulation is determined
automatically, based on the system poles and zeros.
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2. tf = Transfer function
Syntax: tf(sys)

tf to create real- or complex-valued transfer function models (TF objects) or to convert state-
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space or zero-pole-gain models to transfer function form. We can also use tf to create generalized
state-space (genss) models or uncertain state-space (uss) models

RESULT: Different parameters of second order system are studied and step response of

second order system has been plotted.
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VIVA QUESTIONS: 1. What is damping ratio?
2. What is rise time?
3. What is peak time?
4. What is relation between natural frequency of oscillation and damped frequency of
oscillation?
5. What is formula for calculating maximum overshoot?
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OBJECTIVE: Plot Bode plot of given transfer function. Also determine the relative

stability by measuring gain and phase margins.
OUTCOME: After completion of this experiment students are able to analyze Bode plot of
given transfer function for finding relative stability
THEORY: A Bode plot is a standard format for plotting frequency response of LTI systems.
Becoming familiar with this format is useful because: 1. It is a standard format, so using that
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format facilitates communication between engineers. 2. Many common system behaviours
produce simple shapes (e.g. straight lines) on a Bode plot, so it is easy to either look at a plot or

recognize the system behaviour, or to sketch a plot from what you know about the system

E
,

behaviour.
MATLAB CODE:

%Program to find gain and phase margin in bode plot%
clc
clear all;
close all;
num= input('Enter the value numerator :')
den= input('Enter the value denominator :')
h=tf([num],[den])
bode(h)
[Gm,Pm,Wgm,Wpm]=margin(h)
Gridon
Input:
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Enter the value numerator :[0.04 0.04]
num =
0.0400

0.0400

Enter the value denominator :[1 -1.6 0.9]
den =
1.0000

-1.6000

0.9000

Output :
h=
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0.04 s + 0.04
-----------------

s^2 - 1.6 s + 0.9

Gm=2.501
Pm=31.6627
Wgm=7.2274
Wpm=6.1642
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Command Description:
Syntax: bode (sys)

bode(sys) creates a Bode plot of the frequency response of a dynamic system model sys. The plot
displays the magnitude (in dB) and phase (in degrees) of the system response as a function of
frequency. bode automatically determines frequencies to plot based on system dynamics.
[Gm,Pm,Wg,Wp] = margin(sys)
[Gm,Pm,Wcg,Wcp] = margin(sys) returns the gain margin Gm in absolute units, the phase
MIET/ECE/CS-LAB-I/2

margin Pm, and the corresponding frequencies Wcg and Wcp, of sys. Wcg is the frequency
where the gain margin is measured, which is a –180° phase crossing frequency. Wcp is the
frequency where the phase margin is measured, which is a 0-dB gain crossing frequency. These
frequencies are expressed in radians/TimeUnit, where TimeUnit is the unit specified in
the TimeUnit property of sys. When syshas several crossovers, margin returns the smallest gain
and phase margins and corresponding frequencies.
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RESULT: Different parameters of bode plot are studied and bode plot of system has been

plotted.
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VIVA QUESTIONS: 1. What is bode plot?
2. What is gain margin?
3. What is phase margin?
4. What is gain crossover frequency?
5. What is phase crossover frequency?
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OBJECTIVE: Plot the Root locus of given transfer function, locate closed loop poles for

different values of k.
OUTCOME: After completion of this experiment students are able to analyze root locus of
given transfer function
THEORY: rlocus computes the Evans root locus of a SISO open-loop model. The root locus
gives the closed-loop pole trajectories as a function of the feedback gain k (assuming negative
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feedback). Root loci are used to study the effects of varying feedback gains on closed-loop pole
locations. In turn, these locations provide indirect information on the time and frequency
responses. rlocus(sys) calculates and plots the root locus of the open-loop SISO model sys. This

E
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function can be applied to any of the following feedback loops by setting sys appropriately. If
sys has transfer function G(s) =

, the closed-loop poles are the roots of d(s) + k*n(s) = 0
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MATLAB CODE: 1) G1(s) =

%Program to plot root locus for G1(s) %
clc
clear all;
close all;
num = [1 1]
den = conv([1 0],[.5 1])
g = tf(num,den);
rlocus(g)

M

2) G2(s) =

%Program to plot root locus for G2(s) %
clc
clear all;
close all;
num = [1]
den = poly([0 -1 -2])
g = tf(num,den);
rlocus(g)

Output :
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Fig 1: Root Locus for Transfer function G1(s)
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Command Description:
Syntax: rlocus(sys)
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Fig 2: Root Locus for Transfer function G2(s)
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rlocus computes the root locus of a SISO open-loop model. The root locus gives the closed-loop
pole trajectories as a function of the feedback gain k (assuming negative feedback). Root loci are
used to study the effects of varying feedback gains on closed-loop pole locations. In turn, these
locations provide indirect information on the time and frequency responses.
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rlocus(sys) calculates and plots the root locus of the open-loop SISO model sys. This function
can be applied to any of the following negative feedback loops by setting sys appropriately.

RESULT: Root locus bode for given transfer function has been plotted.
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VIVA QUESTIONS: 1. What is relative stability?
2. How can you measure relative stability using root locus?
3. What do you mean by breakaway point?
4. What is asymptotic line?
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5. What do you mean by centroid?
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OBJECTIVE: Plot Nyquist plot for given transfer function and to discuss closed loop stability.
Also determine the relative stability by measuring gain and phase margin
OUTCOME: After completion of this experiment students are able to analyze Polar plot of
given transfer function for finding relative stability
THEORY: A stability test for time invariant linear systems can also be derived in the frequency
domain. It is known as Nyquist stability criterion. It is based on the complex analysis result
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known as Cauchy’s principle of argument. Note that the system transfer function is a complex

function. By applying Cauchy’s principle of argument to the open-loop system transfer function,
we will get information about stability of the closed-loop system transfer function and arrive at
the Nyquist stability criterion (Nyquist, 1932). The importance of Nyquist stability lies in the fact

E
,

that it can also be used to determine the relative degree of system stability by producing the socalled phase and gain stability margins. These stability margins are needed for frequency domain

controller design techniques. We present only the essence of the Nyquist stability criterion and
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define the phase and gain stability margins. The Nyquist method is used for studying the stability
of linear systems with pure time delay. For a SISO feedback system the closed-loop transfer
function is given by T(s) =

(1)

Since the system poles are determined as those values at which its transfer function becomes
infinity, it follows that the closed-loop system poles are obtained by solving the following

M

equation. In the following we consider the complex function D(S) = 1+ G(S) H(S)

(2)

Whose zeros are the closed-loop poles of the transfer function? In addition, it is easy to see that
the poles of D(s) are the zeros of T(s) . At the same time the poles of are the open-loop control
system poles since they are contributed by the poles of , which can be considered as the openloop control system transfer function obtained when the feedback loop is open at some point.
The Nyquist stability test is obtained by applying the Cauchy principle of argument to the
complex function. First, we state Cauchy’s principle of argument.
Let F(s) be an analytic function in a closed region of the complex plane except at a finite number
of points. It is also assumed that F(s) is analytic at every point on the contour. Then, as travels
around the contour in the - plane in the clockwise direction, the function F(s) encircles the origin
in the plane in the same direction N times, given by N = Z-P
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Where Z and P stand for the number of zeros and poles (including their multiplicities) of the
function inside the F(s) contour. The above result can be also written as Arg(F(s)) = 2πN
Nyquist Criterion
It states that the number of unstable closed-loop poles is equal to the number of unstable openloop poles plus the number of encirclements of the origin of the Nyquist plot of the complex
function D(s). This can be easily justified by applying Cauchy’s principle of argument to the
function D(s) with the -plane contour. Note that and represent the numbers of zeros and poles,
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respectively, of in the unstable part of the complex plane. At the same time, the zeros of D(s) are

the closed-loop system poles, and the poles of D(s) are the open-loop system poles (closed-loop

zeros). The above criterion can be slightly simplified if instead of plotting the function D(S) = 1+
G(S) H(S) , we plot only the function 𝐺(𝑠)𝐻(𝑠) and count encirclement of the Nyquist plot of
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around the point (-1+j0), so that the modified Nyquist criterion has the following form. The

number of unstable closed-loop poles (Z) is equal to the number of unstable open-loop poles (P)
plus the number of encirclements (N) of the point (=1+j0), Z = N+P
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MATLAB CODE: 1) G1(s) =

%Program for Nyquist plot for G1(s) %
clc
clear all;
close all;
num = [1 2]
den =conv([11],[1 -1])
g = tf(num,den);
nyquist(g)

M

2) G2(s) =

%Program for Nyquist plot for G2(s) %
clc
clear all;
close all;
num = [1]
den = poly([0 -1 -2])
g = tf(num,den);
nyquist (g)
%Program for Nyquist plot for any transfer function %
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num=input(‘enter the numerator of the transfer function’)
den=input(‘enter the denominator of the transfer function’)
h=tf(num,den)
nyquist(h)
[gm pm wcp wcg]=margin(h) if(wcp>wcg)
disp(‘system is stable’)
else
disp(‘system is unstable’)
end
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Output :
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Fig 1: Nyquist plot for Transfer function G1(s)
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Command Description:
Syntax: nyquist(sys)

E
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Fig 2: Nyquist plot for Transfer function G2(s)

nyquist(sys), nyquist calculates the Nyquist frequency response of LTI models. When invoked
without left-hand arguments, nyquist produces a Nyquist plot on the screen. Nyquist plots are
used to analyze system properties including gain margin, phase margin, and stability.
“nyquist(sys)” plots the Nyquist response of an arbitrary LTI model sys. This model can be
continuous or discrete, and SISO or MIMO. In the MIMO case, nyquist produces an array of
Nyquist plots, each plot showing the response of one particular I/O channel. The frequency
MIET/ECE/CS-LAB-I/3

points are chosen automatically based on the system poles and zeros.
“[Gm,Pm,Wcg,Wcp] = margin(sys)”, margin calculates the minimum gain margin, phase
margin, and associated crossover frequencies of SISO open-loop models. The gain and phase
margins indicate the relative stability of the control system when the loop is closed.
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RESULT: Nyquist plot for given transfer function has been plotted.
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VIVA QUESTIONS:
1. What is Nyquist contour?
2. What is polar plot?
3. How Nyquist plot is different from polar plot?
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OBJECTIVE: Determine the steady state errors of a given transfer function.
OUTCOME: After completion of this experiment students are able to determine the steady state
errors of a given transfer function.
THEORY: Steady state error refers to the long-term behavior of a dynamic system. The Type of
a system is significant to predict the nature of this error. A system having no pole at the origin is
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referred as Type-0 system. Thus, Type-1, refers to one pole at the origin and so on. We will
consider three common commands: namely, step, ramp and parabolic ramp and find out the
steady state response/error of a system to follow these commands. A closed loop control system

shows remarkable performance in reducing the steady state error of a system. Position error
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constant is given by

So steady state error is given by
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(1)

(2)

Table shows static error constants for different input signals and also steady state errors
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MATLAB CODE: 1) G(s) =
%Program for Nyquist plot for G1(s) %
clc
clear all;
close all;

clc;
close all;
clear all;
n=[10];
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d=[1 6 10];
sys=tf(n,d);
kp=dcgain(sys)
ess=1/(1+kp)
n1=conv([1 0],n);
sys1=tf(n1,d);
kv=dcgain(sys1)
ess=1/kv
n2=conv([1 0 0],n);
sys2=tf(n2,d);
ka=dcgain(sys2)
ess=1/ka
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Output :
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kp =
1
ess=
0.5
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kv =
0
ess=
inf
ka =
0
ess=
inf
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Command Description:

Syntax: 1) dcgain(sys)

k = dcgain(sys) computes the DC gain k of the LTI model sys.
2) conv(u,v)

conv(u,v) returns the convolution of vectors u and v. If u and v are vectors of polynomial
coefficients, convolving them is equivalent to multiplying the two polynomials.

RESULT: Steady state error for given transfer function has been calculated.
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VIVA QUESTIONS:
1. What is steady state error?
2. What is general transfer function for open loop system?
3. What is type of the system?
4. What is order of the system?
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OBJECTIVE: To study
1. Effect of addition of zeros to forward path of a open loop system.
2. Effect of addition of zeros to forward path of a closed loop system
OUTCOME: After completion of this experiment student are able to define effect of addition of
zeros to forward path of a open loop system as well as a closed loop system.
THEORY: The forward path transfer function of general second order system is given by
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When we add a zero the forward path transfer function becomes,
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Consider a open loop system having forward path transfer function of G(S)=1/S*(S+1). Write a
MATLAB code to show the effect of addition of zeros at -3, -2, -1, -0.5
MATLAB CODE:

n1=1

M

d1=[1 1 0]
g1=tf(n1,d1)
t1=feedback(g1,1)
step(t1,'r')
hold on
Tz=0.5
Z1=[Tz 1]
n2=conv(n1,Z1)
g2=tf(n2,d1)
t2=feedback(g2,1)
step(t2,'b')
hold on
Tz=1
Z2=[Tz 1]
n3=conv(n1,Z2)
g3=tf(n3,d1)
-
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t3=feedback(g3,1)
step(t3,'y')
hold on
Tz=2
Z3=[Tz 1]
n4=conv(n1,Z3)
g4=tf(n4,d1)
t4=feedback(g4,1)
step(t4,'g')
hold on
Tz=3
Z4=[Tz 1]
n5=conv(n1,Z4)
g5=tf(n5,d1)
t5=feedback(g5,1)
step(t5,'m')
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Observation Table:
Tz
0.5
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Output :

Tr

Tp

Ts

%Mp

1
2
3

Consider a closed loop system having overall transfer function of T(S)=1/(S2+S+1). Write a
MATLAB code to show the effect of addition of zeros at -3,-2, -1, -0.5.
MATLAB CODE:
-
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n1=[1]
d1=[1 1 1]
t1=tf(n1,d1)
step(t1,'r')
hold on
Tz=0.5
Z1=[Tz 1]
n2=conv(n1,Z1)
t2=tf(n2,d1)
step(t2,'b')
hold on
Tz=1
Z2=[Tz 1]
n3=conv(n1,Z2)
t3=tf(n3,d1)
step(t3,'y')
hold on
Tz=2
Z3=[Tz 1]
n4=conv(n1,Z3)
t4=tf(n4,d1)
step(t4,'g')
hold on
Tz=3
Z4=[Tz 1]
n5=conv(n1,Z4)
t5=tf(n5,d1)
step(t5,'m')
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Output :

-
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Observation Table:
Tz
0.5

Tr

Tp

Ts

%Mp

1
2
3
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RESULT: effect of addition of zeros to forward path of a open loop system as well as a closed
loop system has been studied.
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VIVA QUESTIONS:
1. What is step response?
2. What is rise time?
3. What is peak time?
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4. What is peak overshoot?
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OBJECTIVE: To study
1. Effect of addition of poles to forward path of a open loop system.
2. Effect of addition of poles to forward path of a closed loop system
OUTCOME: After completion of this experiment student are able to define effect of addition of
poles to forward path of a open loop system as well as a closed loop system.
THEORY: The forward path transfer function of general second order system is given by

E
C

When we add a pole the forward path transfer function becomes,
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T
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I

Consider a open loop system having forward path transfer function of G(S) =1/S*(S+2). Write a
MATLAB code to show the effect of addition of poles at -4, -2, -1.

M

MATLAB CODE:
n1=1
d1=[1 2 0]
g1=tf(n1,d1)
t1=feedback(g1,1)
step(t1,'r')
hold on
Tp=1
P1=[Tp 1]
d2=conv(d1,P1)
g2=tf(n1,d2)
t2=feedback(g2,1)
step(t2,'g')
hold on
Tp=2

MIET/ECE/CS-LAB-I/1

P2=[Tp 1]
d3=conv(d1,P2)
g3=tf(n1,d3)
t3=feedback(g3,1)
step(t3,'b')
hold on
Tp=4
P3=[Tp 1]
d4=conv(d1,P3)
g4=tf(n1,d4)
t4=feedback(g4,1)
step(t4,'m')
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Output :
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Observation Table:
Tpoles
1
2
4

Tr

Tp

Ts

%Mp

Consider a closed loop system having overall transfer function of T(S) =1/(S2+0.6S+1). Write a
MATLAB code to show the effect of addition of poles at -4,-2, -1.
MATLAB CODE:
n1=1
d1=[1 0.6 1]
t1=tf(n1,d1)
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step(t1,'r')
hold on
Tp=1
P1=[Tp 1]
d2=conv(d1,P1)
t2=tf(n1,d2)
step(t2,'g')
hold on
Tp=2
P2=[Tp 1]
d3=conv(d1,P2)
t3=tf(n1,d3)
step(t3,'b')
hold on
Tp=4
P3=[Tp 1]
d4=conv(d1,P3)
t4=tf(n1,d4)
step(t4,'m')
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Output :

Observation Table:
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RESULT: effect of addition of poles to forward path of a open loop system as well as a closed
loop system has been studied.
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VIVA QUESTIONS:
1. What is time domain response?
2. What is settling time?
3. What is formula for peak time?
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4. What is the formula for peak overshoot?
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